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Session Overview
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▸ Welcome and Introductions
▸ Session Objectives
▸ Improvement Science Framework Overview
▸ Mixed Reality Simulations (MRS) for Teacher 

Candidate Coaching
▸ Use of a Plan-Do-Study-Act (PDSA) for Refining the 

Coaching Protocol



Session Objectives
o To provide an overview of improvement science as a 

framework for improving practice in one teacher 
preparation program.

o To describe the context of mixed reality simulations 
(MRS) for preparing teacher candidates.

o To communicate the value of using PDSA as a tool for 
standardizing work in coaching of teacher candidates.
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Improvement Science as a 
Framework
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Model for Improvement:
o centers on the core principle that a system’s performance is a result of its design and operation and not 

just individuals’ efforts within the system “act of integrating quality improvement into the daily work of 
individuals in the system;” (Park, et al., 2013).

o emphasizes innovation, rapid-cycle testing in the field to generate learning about what changes, in which 
contexts, produce improvements. 

o focuses on “user-centered”  perspective and bridging research-practical knowledge; combination of 
expert knowledge from researchers, and stakeholders.

o uses improvement tools to learn-by-doing.
Appropriateness of Using this Model/Approach/Framework:
o EPPs engage in continuous improvement processes as part of national and state accreditation efforts 

and for expanding a knowledge base. (both Accreditation and Accountability)
o Builds capacity for organizational learning (our EPP) creating a culture of continuous learning and 

improvement.
(The Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching)



Core Principles of Improvement Science (The Carnegie Foundation  
for Advancement in Teaching)
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Key Words
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Word Definition

Improvement science Various approaches that can guide and structure organizational learning by connecting 
disciplined inquiry to a focused solution for a problem of practice (Bryk et al., 2015) 

Networked-improvement 
community (NIC)

Learning community comprised of many different individuals focusing on addressing a 
problem by defining a well-specified common aim, guided by deep understanding of the 
problem with a shared working theory to improve it;  accelerate learning and employ 
improvement science tools (Engelbart, D)

Driver diagram A tool that visually captures the working theory of improvement; hypothesis about the 
solution; allows to share a language  

Primary Driver Hypothesis of what needs to be a focus for solving the problem based on vast experience 
from multiple stakeholders,  and researchers.

Change ideas An alteration to the system to drive improvement.

PDSAs A disciplined testing process through inquiry cycles; builds knowledge through iteration and 

(The Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching)



Use of Mixed Reality Simulations (MRS) 
for Coaching

Educator Preparation Program
▸License with Mursion; have used  since 2015;
▸Use of MRS for practice of skills:

1. intoducing content; delivering lessons
2. classroom management skills
3. parent-teacher conference 
communication skills
4. teach high-leverage practices

 Need to design experiences programmatically 
(in process).
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Using MRS During the Pandemic

▸ Developed BBL Course for 30 field 
experience hours; use MRS as space to 
practice teaching skills (as PD sessions).

▸ RYH Clinical Field Experiences NIC 
formed research group to study use of 
coaching protocol in multiple contexts for 
developing high quality coaching 
supports; leverage use of technologies
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Why PDSA?
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PDSA Form: Inquiry Cycles for Refining Coaching 
Protocol 
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Refining PDSAs for Teacher Candidate Coaching in MRS 
Environment
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PDSA Cycle 1
Change Ideas: Use coaching protocol, 

use POP cycle with MRS for any 
lesson objective (TC choice)

PDSA Cycle 2.1
Change Ideas: Use coaching protocol, use POP cycle 
with MRS and peer learning, use of split page note 

taking and provide lesson objective 

PDSA Cycle 2
Change Ideas: Use coaching protocol, flexible 

POP cycle to include teach-In-moment coaching 
and peer learning (post conference); provide 

lesson objective to focus on classroom 
management skills

PDSA Cycle 2.2
Change Ideas: Use coaching protocol, use POP cycle 

with MRS and peer learning (post conference), 
abandon split page note taking, need MRS 

orientation, use chat for feedback/emojis (during)

PDSA Cycle 3
Change Ideas: Use coaching protocol, 

use POP cycle with MRS and peer 
learning, collaborative coaching (FS) 

in clinical teaching for formal 
observation practice, common 

measure (reflection) about process; 
focus on planned observation lesson
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THANKS!
Any questions?
Dr. Criselda Garcia, Professor criselda.garcia@utrgv.edu
Dr. Veronica Estrada, Professor veronica.estrada@utrgv.edu

mailto:criselda.garcia@utrgv.edu
mailto:veronica.estrada@utrgv.edu
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